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History and Philosophy of the Mathematical Sciences
I had always thought that authors ought to accept their reviews, and try in a
spirit of honest self-criticism to learn from them. But Victor Katz’s review stops
me in my tracks, and I think many other authors will be similarly frustrated. To
be sure, much of the problem stems from what Katz says he wants, and that is his
privilege. I guess he wants articles to be more ‘‘encyclopedic,’’ meaning more full
of facts and suggestions for further reading—jumping-off points for the beginning
student and answers to the mathematician with a precise question about a specific
topic. The general tenor of the volumes is different, as Ivor Grattan-Guinness says
in his introduction. They aim at stimulating and orienting, and leave out some
information to make room for overviews, although the bibliographies are there to
be read. Even so, it is sometimes hard to see how any work composed of short
articles could meet Katz’s goals. Even his comments about the length of the work
are somewhat unfair to the book. Whatever else, Grattan-Guinness set out to
embrace a wide variety of topics, many of which Katz notices indeed, but 500 pages
of the near 1700 pages of text are on topics usually slighted, if not ignored altogether
in standard histories. The negative tone, where a factual one would have sufficed,
highlights many omissions, but there are 175 articles in those 1660 pages, and there
is just so much one can say in nine pages. I have generally found the essays thought-
provoking, and I am glad they tend to prefer being readable and stimulating to
being merely crammed with facts.
Let me turn to Katz’s comments on my own work (I add four markers for later
reference). ‘‘Jeremy Gray’s treatment of analytic geometry fails to give any analysis
of Descartes’s methods [a], and his chapter on curves barely scratches the surface
[b]. His article on Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry is better, but fails to
discuss the Islamic contributions or their relationship to the work of Saccheri and
Lambert [c]. . . . And his work on algebraic geometry does not give any examples
to allow a student to visualize some of the general theorems [d]’’ (p. 450).
[a] My article treated Descartes’s work at length; see pp. 849–853, where I
discuss his attitude to the construction of curves, his ideas about what constitutes
a satisfactory answer to a geometrical problem, problems he faced with nonalgebraic
curves and finding their tangents, and the choice of axes (in the course of a compari-
son with Apollonius). I describe his method as going from geometry to algebra,
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working with it there, and then looking for a geometrical description of the answer.
I conclude that Descartes’s method was a discovery method based on a process of
analysis, whence the name analytic geometry. I give references to Bos’s papers,
where readers can find a fuller discussion. I do not see how this can be taken as
failing to give any analysis of Descartes’s methods, although looking at the essay
again I wish that I had actually given a clearer account of how he chose axes and
arrived at an equation for a locus. It would have used up precious space, and I
preferred to slide over the point to get to my analysis.
[b] This comment is fair. The article could be better, and certainly longer (I
remember arguing the point with the editor). It was a deliberate decision to talk
about types of curves rather than famous curves. Today I might be more, shall we
say, encyclopaedic.
[c] I’m glad this one was more acceptable, but I note that Hogendijk in his 10
pages on Arabic mathematics gives less than half a page to what the Arabs did on
non-Euclidean geometry, and I do write about ibn al-Haytham. So it is not true
that I fail to discuss the Arab contribution. It is true that on this occasion I do
not say of several Arabic or Islamic attempts that they were later independently
rediscovered by Western writers. That is because to do so requires a historiographic
discussion about transmission, and a bit of repetition in order to avoid implying
either that Western writers merely recapitulated Arabic ones or that Arabic ones
merely foreshadowed Western ones. In nine pages, reaching to the philosophical
implications and axiomatics, I judged that there was not enough space.
[d] I am simply not sure what I have apparently failed to do here. The article
deals with such topics as Abel’s Theorem about integrals, Brill–Noether theory,
the work of Kronecker and Hilbert, Castelnuovo and Enriques, and later more
rigorous theories of algebraic geometry. Superficial was the criticism I expected
(but only seven pages, I was prepared to cry). But allowing a student to visualize
some of the general theorems? I can see that the space needed to describe even
one nontrivial example might have been well spent, but they take up a lot of space.
On the other hand, there is a cross-reference to the article on algebraic and analytic
geometry, which actually does have pictures (from a lovely collection of mathematics
models) displaying the 27 lines on a cubic surface and the Kummer quartic surface
with its 16 double points. There is also a related article on projective geometry,
which Katz does not mention.
I do feel most unfairly criticized by Katz here (his comments about the article
on vector spaces I accept, however). But I must either take the criticisms, or stop
reviewing, and with the price of books these days I know which I shall choose.
More importantly, I wish Katz had grappled with the limitations of the form. I am
sure many authors felt, as they pared their essays down, just how easy it would
have been to meet Katz’s requirements if only they had had twice the number of
pages. It is easy to see how most of his criticisms can be met in just that way; some
of the articles he likes are among the longest, up to twice the average length. The
question of classroom use goes the same way: indeed, many articles (necessarily)
miss many facts and (necessarily) lack the best examples—even, I would say, some
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of those Katz likes. But I find (to speak only of others) many of the articles genuinely
thought-provoking; they suggest how the topic might be approached in interesting,
critical ways. In so doing, they raise the standards of the history of mathematics.
And to repeat, whatever topics are slighted, many are included in this selection
that have never been presented so accessibly before.
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